PIRATE QUEST
Task
A game in which players search for hidden objects by following a trail of clues.

Event Rules
1. Treasure hunt will have 4 teams having 3 members each.
2. Each team has to announce a leader at the time of registration.
3. Each team will be allotted a particular color. And all the clues for the team will be
represented by that color.
4. Wallets, mobile phones and all the other device of communication or IT devices will
be taken away from the participants. You must rely on your team members only.
5. All the team members of each team cannot keep any kind of cash or ATM with them.
6. A member of the Treasure Hunt committee will be with each team to confirm that
fair game is played. It is mandatory for each team to keep the committee member
with them till the game ends.
7. There is a time limit of 2 hrs for all the competing teams to find the treasure. Find
your team's coloured clue which will lead you to next clue.
8. The clues are to be found in a particular order. A team cannot skip a clue. Skipping a
clue leads to disqualification of the team.
9. If you found other team’s clue by any chance never tamper it. A violation of this rule
could cause disqualification of your team.
10. Do not search for clues in off-limit areas. If you move anything to search an area,
put it back the way it was before you leave.
11. An entire team must stay together. It cannot split up to find different clues. If a
team splits, it will be penalized by a point penalty and after 3 penalty points, team
will be disqualified.
12. All the means used by the teams should be fair, in case of any violation of the rules
or any use of unfair means, teams will be disqualified from the contest.
13. The Treasure Hunt consists of 5-6 clues, each one leading to the next clue. Each
correctly solved clue carries 10 points. And final Treasure carries 50 points.
14. All the clues of the teams are at different and located at different places but the final
destination i.e. the treasure is same. The team which finds the treasure first wins.

Judging Criteria
On the basis of observation by Internal judges.
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